handicraft tip

Modern paperdesign.
Quilling can be so creative
www.rayher.com

time required
60 MIN

level of difficulty

Medium sized papier mâché quilling “Owl“
Used items:
71 906 000
71 919 000
38 000 102
33 396 00
30 068 000

Big papier mâché quilling “Heart“
Used items:
71 908 000
71 919 000
38 000 102
33 396 00
30 068 000

Papier-m. Quilling hanger „heart“
Paper stripes „Flower Garden pink“ (2 cm)
All purpose paint, white
Paper glue
Special doublesided adhesive tape

Additionally you need:
71 935 000 Quilling pen
21 057 00
Pins
53 795 000 stitching scissors
37 103 00
Brush flat
33 166 00
Styrofoam-plate 20 x 30 x 2 cm
Tin foil

1 piece
3,5 stripes
1/20 bottle
1/30 bottle
80 cm

Papier-m. Quilling hanger „Circle“
Paper stripes „Flower Garden pink“ (1,5 cm)
All purpose paint, white
Paper glue
Special doublesided adhesive tape

Additionally you need:
71 935 000 Quilling pen
21 057 00
Pins
53 795 000 stitching scissors
37 103 00
Brush flat
33 166 00
Styrofoam-plate 20 x 30 x 2 cm
Tin foil

15 pieces

20 pieces

Instructions:

Instructions:
Prime the papier mâché heart with the DecoArt all purpose paint and let it
dry thoroughly. Fix one paper stripe with the doublesided adhesive tape on
the outside of the heart. Place the heart on the Styrofoam-plate. With the
help of the quilling pen form the other paper strips into different
ornaments. Insert the ornaments into the heart and align them with the
pins and fixate all with paper glue.

Prime the papier mâché circle with the DecoArt all purpose paint and let it dry
thoroughly. Fix one paper stripe with the doublesided adhesive tape on the
outside and one on the inside of the circle. Glue each on the left and right side
of the striped strip (40 cm) a pink strip (25 cm) and fold the newly folded
paper strip in the middle. With the help of the quilling pen, roll both edges to
the outside, this will become the eyes. Place the papier mâché circle on the
styrofoam-plate. Place the quilled eyes with beak into the circle and with the
help of the pins form the eyes. For the ears and feet roll each 10 cm of the
themed paper strips, and let them uncoil until they are about 1 cm. Glue them
together, press them into shape and fix them onto the circle with the paper
glue. With the help of the quilling comb form the wings and glue them into the
form.

TIP: Thin the paper glue with a few drops of water and apply with the flat brush.
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You will find material specifications and instructions
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1 piece
3,5 stripes
1/30 bottle
1/30 bottle
50 cm

